Please consider joining the BPX Committee. It's a great way to give back for the great adventures and hunting, wildlife calving, etc.

For Foothill outings, remember to check the website for your trip to make sure there are no closures due to DENVER GROUP MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT GUIDELINES:

BPX MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:

BPX INSTAGRAM:

BPX FACEBOOK:

Purchased mine on Amazon for $25.48, but you can also buy it on the FLEXTAIL website good that there will be one that works with your pad. The FLEXTAIL website states that it weighs 2.82 oz. My pad. Plus, this might be good for your pad since our breath is full of moisture that can potentially cause than my wheezing and cursing that goes on for much longer than a minute while using my breath to inflate the bag. But there's more… It also has a light with 3 brightness settings and only to inflate but to deflate as well and to suck the air out of a vacuum good for up to 15 minutes on a full charge. The pump can be used not and holding its nozzle over the pad’s valve. I inflated my CoCoon pillow in it in less than a minute. The only effort required was turning the pump on

Recent trips:

May 17-19 Wed-Fri M

May 20-22 Fri-Sun M

May 20-22 Fri-Sun M

May Trips With Openings*: 1 night, 2 days, 3 backpackers, 8.4 miles, 12 degrees nighttime low, 35 degrees daytime high,

The Backpacking Section Committee is super stoked with the BPX member response to our BPX Season 4 additional trips that are in high demand. Stay tuned.

YOUTH EDUCATION PROGRAM (YEP) GEAR WISHLIST

If you have a backpacking tip you would like to share or a suggestion for something you would like to see added to the gear list, please send it to cmcbpxnewsletter@gmail.com We'd love to have you!

SURVEY

SURVEY: BACKCOUNTRY CACHING

Navigational tools and equipment to support each other by sharing our adventures, stories, and memories of the BPX trips built for you. Make Inspire your fellow members by sharing your stories! As a community of CMC BPX backpackers, we

A FIRE LIST

GB20

170° elevation gain, 8301' starting elevation, 8857' campsite elevation, 9300' max elevation.

Trip Stats:

Daniel continued his winter BPX adventures leading a backpack in March up the Abyss Lake trail. The backcountry. You simply get the receiving canister cold, like putting it in the freezer waste and preventing the need to carry multiple half-full canisters with you into the
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